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Introduction
Have you ever walked around your home frustrated because your balls were full and there wasn't anyone
around to empty them for you? Let these hose monsters swallow your nut!

Adult Review
When guys bust a nut they launch millions of microscopic sperm into the mouths of these muck-hungry whores. Some of
these ladies love it, some hate it... but every last one of them swallows every last one of the wigglers they are entrusted with.
  
  Pretty sluts "wasting jizz" is something the producers of this website will not tolerate. So, when you have a full load and
want to be sure it will be handled like the sacred delivery that it is, these nut swallowers can be trusted to take care of your
wad correctly!
  
  Swallow My Nut is a relatively new website and it already has 39 exclusive video updates in its archives. The site continues
to add one new scene per week and each update includes plenty of video and high-res pictures.
  
  Swallow My Nut is also part of a larger network that includes all of the other sites listed on the right side of this review. The
networked sites already have over 100 additional updates in their archives and each of them updates once a week as well, so
every day or two you'll have brand new exclusive smut waiting for you.
  
  Videos are available in easy one-click full scene downloads or as smaller segments for faster action. They are also offered in
broadband enhanced 640x480 formats or in lower quality dial-up friendly versions as well. These are some lesser known
starlets you may not have seen before, each stroking your shaft and drinking every drop from the dark recesses of your
nutsack!
  
  Picture lovers are not left out either. Every update comes with plenty of super-high-res 1728x1152 pics. These pics are so
crystal clear you can almost see the individual sperm swimming down her throat!
  
  At $24.95 a month, the price for SwallowMyNut and the rest of the network is five bucks a month less expensive than The
Tongue expected it to be. Take a look at the site tour, it does an honest job of showing you what's in the members area and it
provides some excellent sample videos as well.
  
  If your balls are feeling heavy and their bothering you because they are completely full, let these lovely ladies kneel down at
the altar of your loins and worship every straggler that they can drain out of your rod with their warm wet mouths. Not a
single bit of your splooge will be left out in the cold when these wenches swallow your nut!

Porn Summary
Your mission, if you choose to accept it, is to stand up nice and tall while these sexy bitches do their best to drain your balls.
Take a deep breath and relax as they go deep on your dong and drink down every sperm your body has made since the last
time you launched some!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Even the slower sperm are carefully collected and swallowed!'
Quality: 91  Updates: 87 Exclusive: 88 Interface: 87
Support: 86 Unique: 80    Taste: 90        Final: 88
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Porn Sites Included
Jizz Jugglers (89) ,Cherry Spot (87) 

Porn Niches
Cum Shots, Exclusive, Oral, PornStars, PoV, Straight, Swallowing

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $24.95 Preview: VoD Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: 39
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